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Economic Substance Regulations - An analysis

Background

Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (‘OECD’), functions to promote the world trade and economic growth by 

reducing the gaps and mismatches within the tax rules among the member countries. OECD has come up with various measures for 

seamless and transparent sharing of information within its member countries.  More than 100 member countries have adopted Base 

Erosion and Profit Shifting (‘BEPS’) project, as one of the anti-abuse tax measures.  Also, for a world-wide coverage of the project, 

European Union (‘EU’) published list of non-cooperative jurisdictions (such as low tax/ zero tax jurisdictions such as BVI, Cayman Islands, 

The Bahamas, The Channel Islands, Mauritius, United Arab Emirates) for tax purpose and negotiated with them to adopt OECD model.  

The intention is to combat tax avoidance by multinationals who are shifting profits from high-tax jurisdictions to entities in low/zero 

tax jurisdictions without adequate economic substance. 

The purpose of this article is to discuss how UAE has responded to the measures framed for non-member countries by OECD and EU.  

Though globally, UAE, is one of the most favored country of a businessman, on account of UAE being a low tax jurisdiction with good 

infrastructural facilities, natural resources, conducive policies which promotes entrepreneurship etc., however, post review of UAE tax 

framework by the EU i.e., EU Blacklist’, the attractiveness of UAE, turned out to become the cause of worry for the UAE government.   

Despite UAE’s commitments for sharing information with Foreign Competent Authority(‘FCA’), under the following, UAE was not 

successful in fulfilling its commitments under BEPS or stay out of EU list of non-cooperative jurisdictions:

UAE became member country of OECD and adopted BEPS in May 2018.  As part of the UAE’s commitment as a member of the OECD 

Inclusive Framework, and in response to an assessment of the UAE’s tax framework by the EU Code of Conduct Group on Business 

Taxation, the UAE introduced a Resolution on the Economic Substance on 30 April 2019.  Further, it released Guidance on applicability of 

Economic Substance Regulation (‘ESR’) in September 2019 which was further amended in August 2020.

Under Common Reporting Standards 

(‘CRS’), information's of all Financial 

Institutions in UAE, is furnished to the 

relevant FCA

Under bilateral international 

agreement (i.e., DTAA) for exchange 

of information with various countries 

based on the request from FCA, 

requested information is furnished to 

the relevant FCA

Under Foreign Account Tax 

Compliance Act (FATCA), 

information’s of all Financial 

Institution in UAE related to a 

specified US person or a non-US 

entity, wherein 1 or more 

controlling person is a specified US 

person, is furnished to FCA of US.
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Economic Substance Regulations (ESR) - an Introduction 

Applicability

The main purpose of this regulation is to ensure that UAE entities that undertake the defined relevant activities (‘RA’), are not used to 

artificially attract profits, or save tax that are not commensurate with the economic activity 

undertaken in the UAE (i.e., a measure to segregate and highlight activities which are in form undertaken in UAE but in substance are 

not undertaken in UAE).

The purpose for which regulations are framed are as under: 

ESR shall apply to all companies in UAE whether onshore, free 

zone companies, branches, partnerships, or any other business 

forms which has a license to carry on business activity in UAE.  

The regulations impose economic substance requirements on 

any UAE based entity regardless of whether the UAE entity 

belongs to a foreign multinational group.

However, Licensees that are directly or indirectly, owned by 

at least 51%, by the Federal or an Emirate Government, or a 

UAE Government body or authority, are exempt from the 

Regulations.

RA is defined under the Regulations to include various 

business activities viz.  banking, insurance, investment fund 

management, lease finance, shipping etc.

Purpose of Regulations

To bring specific requirements for the 

entities incorporated in the UAE to 

demonstrate that the companies are 

carrying out the actual economic 

activity in the State that achieve 

economic substance interest 

To support and demonstrate that the 

incorporation in the UAE was not 

driven solely to benefit from the 

privileged tax regime

Assist UAE in further strengthening and 

addressing the various reputational 

concerns in respect of transparency

Economic substance test is based on 3 aspects, that a Licensee / company must satisfy:

There are parameters prescribed for determining the level of relevant activity under the aforesaid regulations. 

Every Licensee is obliged to report its business activity annually with the Regulatory authority in prescribed format.

Parameters constituting Economic Substance

State Core Income Generating 

Activity related to the activities 

covered by the ESR should be 

undertaken in the UAE

Licensee/ Company should be 

directed and managed from the UAE

The license activities must be 

carried out with adequate local 

‘Economic Substance’ with 

regards to level of relevant 

activity in UAE.

Exchange of information under ESR

Article 9 of the Regulations deals with the exchange of informa-

tion with Foreign Competent Authority (FCA). As per the 

regulation, if any Licensee fails to meet the Economic 

Substance Test, the Competent Authority of UAE, shall unilater-

ally report to the relevant FCA. However, in case of High Risk 

Intellectual Property business, the Competent Authority of UAE, 

shall always report to the FCA i.e., even if the Licensee meets 

the Economic Substance Test.

Though, sharing of information under ESR is stringent on the 

Competent Authority of UAE, the FCA continue to be bound by 

confidentiality clause. Hence, the information shared with the 

FCA, can only be used for carrying out obligations as per the 

bilateral agreement or during court proceedings.

The relevant FCA for a Licensee shall be decided based on the 

following parameters:  - country/ territory in which Ultimate 

Beneficial Owner of the Licensee/ ultimate parent company 

resides  - if licensee is outside the state, then FCA of the 

country where Licensee was incorporated Failure by the 

Licensee to comply with the Regulations including failure to 

meet the Economic Substance Test (‘ESR Test’), may result in 

administrative penalties, unilateral exchange of information 

with the FCA and potential suspension, revocation, or 

non-renewal of license to operate in UAE below.
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Licensee in UAE 
(Mainland, Free Zone, 
Financial Free Zone)

Carrying out Relevant 
Activity (’RA’)

Conclusion
Though, from the above ESR may look like any other 

regulatory structure set-up by the government of a country. 

The fact remains that UAE, came up with one of the most 

stringent ESR, to fight against the dearth of information 

collected or available with the Competent Authority of UAE and 

against the fear of being blacklisted on the global level. Hence, 

the ESR Notification is just a mode of collecting initial informa-

tion of a Licensees and their activities in the UAE and the 

Economic Substance return is a mode to collect detailed 

information of Licensee having income in UAE, which will be all 

collated to be made available to FCA.

Even if, ESR is a highly welcomed regulation, for collection and 

dissemination of information and increase global transparency, 

ESR may not be highly welcomed regulation for a Licensee, 

who is used to perceiving UAE as one of the favored jurisdic-

tions and now will be forced to disclose in UAE his global 

operation, prove its presence in UAE, run the risk on not 

meeting ESR test and fear of global reporting of the test result.

Lookouts for entities having any License in UAE:

• Identify whether business falls within definition of one or more RA? 

• Maintain adequate documentation to substantiate economic presence in UAE, basis the parameter specified under ESR

• Determine the impact on business/ financial liability if licensee fails to prove economic substance

• Report/ file notification and ES report with the appropriate regulatory authority

• Make adequate changes in business operation to ensure that the business operation satisfies ESR for the next reporting period

• Further, as this regulation, works in consensus with global reporting, the global income, business model (especially in business 

   where strategic decisions are taken elsewhere), risk associated with change in business model, etc. should be revisited. Special    

   importance shall be given to the fact that, any failure to meet ESR test, can raise question on the global compliance and structure 

   of the licensee.

ESR in nutshell

Test economic 
substance of RA

• Strict yet pragmatic approach to determine applicability

• Subjective approach depending on the businesses to be adopted

File assertive 
declaration in report

File negative 
declaration in report

Criteria specified in Article 6(2) for 
econimic substance test*

ES Regulations may not 
apply

Ensure that conditions are 
met in subsequent years 

as well - Note 1
Penal consequences

Yes How

Met
Not Met

Yes

NoNo

* subject to conditions
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